CONSTRUCTION ALERT

UVA Manning Institute of Biotechnology
(Early Site Enabling Package)

ITEMS OF INTEREST:

- ***This alert is an update to the dates and durations of the previous two alerts (Alert No. 002 & No. 003), however the impacts will remain the same.***

- **Alert 002** updated dates: 1/2/2024 until 1/17/2024
  This work will take place in the grass southeast of the existing parking lot. We will create a protected pedestrian walkway around this work for access into Aurbach. The team will also relocate the ADA spots in front of the building to make way for the temporary pedestrian path.

- **Alert 003** updated dates: 1/18/2024 until 2/10/2024
  This work will take place in the drive aisle of the existing parking lot in front of Aurbach. The team will reconfigure the fencing to capture this area of the parking lot and will also relocate the ADA spots back to along the sidewalk approaching Aurbach. This sidewalk will be opened back up without the detour used the week prior.
  - Pedestrian and delivery access to all buildings will be maintained throughout both phases of work.
  - Diagrams of impacts are included below for both phases of work.

BACKGROUND:

- This early site enabling project will modify and relocate existing utility infrastructure within the site to make way for the start of mass excavation and construction of the Manning Institute of Biotechnology.

ISSUED BY:

- Mashal Hartman, UVA FM – CC&R, ma4g@virginia.edu
- Ted Nelson, UVA FM – CC&R, rtn7c@virginia.edu
- Mark Flynn, UVA FM – CC&R, gex7mg@virginia.edu
PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREAS AFFECTED: